
Music Review:  Be Still and Know ... God Is Here 
 
In today’s fast-paced and noisy world, something inside of us cries out for calm and silence.  
We often hear people saying “Where has the year gone?” or “I need to slow down!”  Even our 
children feel this way at times.  Their world is full of the ultimate in technology.  At the touch 
of a screen, all is instantly available to their enquiring minds.  However, we all know that 
‘instant’ does not always make us happy and fulfilled.  In fact, it often makes us hunger for 
more activity, more excitement and stimulation when what we really need is to stop and find 
the balance of ‘ebb and flow’ in our lives.  Our children, especially, need to learn that balance, 
to develop an interiority that loves the quiet moment.  This skill will stand them in good stead 
in later life, building inner resilience in times of unexpected heartache or troubles.  Learning 
to meditate is a skill from which we can all benefit – especially our little ones. 
 
Monica Brown has recently released an album of Mantras, Meditations and simple Prayer 
Rituals for children.  With Hilary Musgrave, Monica has perfectly crafted this wonderful 
resource to balance the demands of hectic schedules that threaten to overwhelm and de-focus 
our lives.  Be Still and Know ... God Is Here will enrich and deepen the soul of your child in a 
most restful way.  The mantras, used in combination with the prayer rituals in the 
accompanying booklet, will help your class to ‘centre’ and be still.  The Introductory Notes (see 
the booklet) are very practical and born of many years’ experience in facilitating classroom 
prayer.  Be sure to read these carefully before working with the meditations. 
 
Each meditation is timed – some are quite short, some longer – to suit the children’s 
developing capacity for quiet.  The meditations follow a similar pattern, giving children the 
chance to relax by gradually becoming attuned to the familiar rhythm of prayer through 
increasing frequency of practice.  These meditations grow from a particular Scripture focus 
out of which the mantra flows.  A key feature is the section (for each meditation) on how to 
prepare the class to receive this time of quiet.  Careful preparation will make all the difference 
to the quality of the children’s experience.  Each prayer period ends in a simple action or 
ritual related to the theme, followed by a spoken prayer that is repeated after the Leader.  
 
The music has been beautifully arranged by (Andy O’Callaghan) to facilitate feelings of peace 
and tranquillity.  Children’s voices are featured as the singers, along with Monica herself, and 
there are easy harmony lines that many of the children could sing.  Each mantra includes a 
goodly time of instrumental music to give us a feeling of unrushed spaciousness.  There are 
twelve mantras in total.  Not all of them are slow.  Some have gentle movement while still 
preserving a spirit of reflection.  Themes focus on peacefulness, blessing, stillness, and the 
love of God for us.  A few of the mantras would be very useful to have in the ‘class memory’ as 
blessings to sing for a child who is celebrating a birthday, or even leaving this class to move to 
a new school.  At the end of the vocal tracks, some are repeated as ‘instrumental only’ in order 
to better serve the reflection later on in the meditation process (see the booklet).   
 
You and your children will treasure this resource.  The CD would make a wonderful gift to any 
child, opening a doorway into prayer and stillness.  These melodies will rest within your 
heart, helping you to ‘breathe’ more peacefully in the midst of your busy day.  For more details 
and for lyrics of all the mantras, or to order this package (CD and Meditation Booklet), go to 
www.emmausproductions.com   This beautiful collection is an invitation into a place of  
stillness and silence where our hearts can be nourished and filled with peace.  
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